
               Owl Burlap Deco Mesh Project 

 

Supplies needed:  

 1- 16 Inch Wire Wreath Form 

 1- Roll Burlap Tan Mesh 

 2 Burlap Sunflowers 

 2 Berry Leaf Picks 

 1 Fern Bush 

 1 Fuzzy Flower Bush 

 6 in of Brown Burlap Ribbon 

 1- Twig Pumpkin Pick 

 

1. Using a hard surface, gently push down on the top of the wreath form until it resembles an 

oval shape. This makes the shape of the owl and pushes the burlap out to give it a fuller look. 

     2. Gather up the end of your Burlap Mesh and pull it over the 

outer ring of your wire wreath form. Use a chenille stem to tie it on.  

Your chenille stem should be on the back of your wreath form. Pull 

your burlap mesh straight down the middle of your wreath for and 

over the outside ring at the bottom. Use a chenille stem to tie it on at 

the back and cut off your excess. Waste as little as possible because 

you are going to need the entire roll. 

3. Working from the middle out (see diagram to the left), repeat step 

1 eight more times. Tie each chenille stem together in the back to 

hold them in place. You will need to pull the Deco Mesh over the 

sides of the wreath form to completely cover it. 

4. Cut the leaves off the sunflower stems carefully and set these aside (they will be your ears) 

5. Glue sunflowers onto mesh side by side to make your eyes, then take the leaves you just cut 

off and glue behind sunflowers to create ears. 



6. Cut your fern bush apart, take half of the leaves and glue them under the left eye of your owl, 

feathering downward. This will be your wing. Repeat this step with the other half of the leaves 

on the right side. 

7.  Glue the Berry Leaf Picks to the bottom of your owl wreath. 

8. Cut apart the fuzzy flowers and work them into the wings and behind the eyes using hot glue 

to secure. 

9. Take a piece of ribbon about 6 inches long, fold into a triangle shape and glue under eyes to 

create the nose.  

10. Glue the twig pumpkin pick into the middle of the Berry Leaf picks you glued on earlier. 

11. You did it! Enjoy your awesome fall creation! 


